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HP-137 Digital Piano
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* Product pictured is a prototype model. Actual
product appearance may be subject to change.

Faxback # 10441

The acoustic piano sound of the HP-137 is nothing less than
dramatic from top to bottom. Made possible by Roland's
leading stereo sampling technology  — plus 64 notes of
polyphony to ensure even the most complicated phrases will
be reproduced faithfully to the music score — the HP-137 is
capable of delivering a truly rich and dynamic piano tone
not normally found in an entry-level digital piano.

But the quality of the piano tone is just the beginning.
Touch and range are also integral. This is why the HP-137
incorporates a full 88-note weighted hammer-action key-
board with a meticulously calibrated "throw" and "bounce"
— plus adjustable key touch control — to help players
achieve their personal best.

Optimized for the entry-level player, the HP-137 digital piano is, literally, in a class all its own.
Uncompromising in every way, it features high quality tone, responsive touch and other features 
normally available in far more expensive instruments. A streamlined panel layout without 
buttons lets you simply turn on the power and start playing right away!

The fully expressive sound of a fine concert grand

Simple? Yes. Compromising? Not in the least...
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Additional tones and reverb built right in
Although the HP-137 has a streamlined cabinet design
without buttons or other complicated functions, it does
incorporate extra tones that can be called up at will.
Included are Electric Piano, Harpsichord and Pipe Organ —
ideal for all types of classical as well as contemporary musi-
cal performances. An adjustable reverb effect  lets you add
the natural room ambiance of a concert hall!

Stays in perfect tune forever!
As a digital instrument, the HP-137 never needs tuning
whenever you move it or every time the weather changes.
And since it's a Roland, you can rest assured that it features
ideal fine-tuning from the factory — made possible by the
exceptional ears of some of the world's top piano tuners
trained in Germany.

Versatile silent practicing capability
One of the great things about a digital piano is the ability
to control the volume as well as plug in headphones for
silent practicing sessions at all hours! The HP-137 includes
two stereo headphone jacks to permit joint teacher-student
study sessions, or parent-child home practicing, without dis-
turbing others.

Beautiful cabinet with durable construc-
tion
With its beautiful simulated rosewood finish and attention
to detail inside and out, the HP-137 is not only a fine piece
of furniture that can enhance any living room, but one
that's built to last for years and years. The music stand is
big enough to keep music books and other materials firmly
in front of the player's eyes.
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Keyboard:
88 keys (weighted hammer action)

Max. Polyphony:
64 notes   

Tones:
Piano, E. Piano, Harpsichord, Pipe Organ

Touch Sensitivity:
Light, Medium, Heavy

Effects:
Reverb (8 levels), Chorus (fixed for E.piano only)

Connectors:
Headphones x 2, Aux In, MIDI IN/OUT, Pedals   Pedals:
Damper, Soft/Sostenuto

Rated Power Output:
15 W x 2

Speakers:
16cm x 2

Finish:
Simulated rosewood

Dimensions:
1,390 (W) x 440 (D) x 820 (H) mm
(54-3/4" x 17-3/8" x 32-5/16")

Weight:
44.5kg (225 lbs.)

Specifications
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